Symphony of the Mind: Integrating Mind, Body, and Feeling

Inner motivation as a fundamental tool in the professional development of researchers

11 APRIL 2.30 - 6.30 PM
12 APRIL 9.30 - 13.30 AM

We are living in a new era, we experience rapid changes and a constant flow of information. It is crucial to discern what is truly important for our personal and professional well-being on our research work. A peer-to-peer learning with interactive methodologies, fostering continuous exchange among participants.

Francesca Romana VENDER
She is Faculty Member of School of Management Politecnico di Milano teaching in Masters and Corporate Programmes and Adjunct Professor since 2021. She is Master Certified Coach (MCC) for I.C.F. (2018). She is also Associate of Teleos Leadership Institute (USA) and of Mindgym (UK). For 15 years she worked as Senior Educational Architect for Centro Elis (Italy), Cefriel Politecnico di Milano. She is Founder of the Performative Leadership Approach to better integrate body-mind-spirit, having impact on leadership, for less ego-systemic and more eco-systemic behaviors. She is authored of many articles. Member of International Society Coaching Psychology (UK).

Registration until 8 APRIL 2024 at noon on www.valorisation.sissa.it/symphony-mind